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ABSTRACT 
A readily computable bound is established for the error in approximating the 
transition matrix for a continuous parameter Markov chain. 
The objective of this note is to establish the following: 
THEOREM Let expCt be the transition matrix for a continuous para- 
meter Markov chain, i.e., if ( pii(t))=expCt, then 
PiiCt) > O Vt>O, Vl<i,j<n, (1) 
i: Pii(t)=1 Vt>O, Vl< j<n. (2) 
i=l 
Then for t > o and s a positive integer 
/expCts-( gy)‘i<+[ (I+qf-I], 
where 1 C) = maxi Ciil. 
Such matrices arise naturally in the reliability analysis of series and 
parallel system configurations [ 11. 
It is convenient to decompose the proof into a sequence of Lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Let expCt be the transition matrix for a Markov chain. Then 
(4 cii > 0, i#i, 
(ii) z: Cii=:O, 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that exp Ct = I -+ Ct + 0( t2), n 
In the sequence of lemmas to follow, C is assumed to possess the 
properties i and ii of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. 
lCkl <Zk-lJClk 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Clearly by definition of / C 1 the result is 
true for k = 1. Now assume the result true for k = m - 1 and write 
where B = Cm-‘; 
by the induction hypothesis. 
By Lemma I, 
Hence 
. 
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LEMMA 3. Let A be an arbitrary n X n matrix and let B be a non- 
negative n X n matrix with all column sums = b; then 
JABI Q JAJb. 
PTOOf 
LEMMA 4. 
expCt= 
k-1 (Ct)” c - ~ 
ezo e! + (k”:,! s O’(t-u)L-lexpCudu 
=s,+fi,. 
PTOO~. This is Taylor’s series with remainder for matrices and is estab- 
lished by repeated integration by parts of 
J 
t 
expCt=Z+ C expcudu. 
0 
n 
LEMMA 5. Zf for every positive integer k and all t > 0 
then 
PTOOf. Define pii( [(i,j)th entry of expCu]. Then 
pii b O> I!2 Pijl”)=l. 
I 
Hence 
c ~t(t-u)k-lpii(u)du=~t(t-u)k-ldu=;. 
i O 0 
n 
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LEMMA 6. Let A and B be n X n matrices. If A has all column sums = a 
and B all column sums = b, then AB has all column sums = ab. 
Proof. 
T F ai, bki = F b,,i 2 ai, = a2 bAi = ah n 
I 
We are now ready for the main result. By definition of Sk and R,, 
expCt= Sk+ R, 
or 
i=o \tJ 
(The binomial expansion is valid because R, commutes with 
have immediately 
S,“-expCts= 2 (-l)i [expCt(s-i)](Rk)i 
i=l 
We now need a bound for 
\‘I 
[expCt(s-i)](Rk)i = [expCt(s-ii)] [(kc*;),]i(I’(t-u)II”xpCudu 
I I * 0 ‘I 
expCt.) We 
Define for positive integers i, k, s 
Then by Lemmas 5 and 6, 
2 C,,,&,s,k,i)=(;)i Vt>O 
e=1 
By Lemma 3, therefore, 
[expCt(s- i)]RI 
< IPIP k* tk i 
-= 
(k!)’ 
IC I(-) k! ’ 
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Invoking Lemma 2, 
and 
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